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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) requires a new processing paradigm that inherits the scalability
of the cloud while minimizing network latency using resources closer to the network edge. On the one
hand, building up such flexibility within the edge-to-cloud continuum consisting of a distributed networked
ecosystem of heterogeneous computing resources is challenging. On the other hand, IoT traffic dynamics and
the rising demand for low-latency services foster the need for minimizing the response time and a balanced
service placement. Load-balancing for fog computing becomes a cornerstone for cost-effective system
management and operations. This paper studies two optimization objectives and formulates a decentralized
load-balancing problem for IoT service placement: (global) IoT workload balance and (local) quality of
service (QoS), in terms of minimizing the cost of deadline violation, service deployment, and unhosted
services. The proposed solution, EPOS Fog, introduces a decentralized multi-agent system for collective
learning that utilizes edge-to-cloud nodes to jointly balance the input workload across the network and
minimize the costs involved in service execution. The agents locally generate possible assignments of
requests to resources and then cooperatively select an assignment such that their combination maximizes
edge utilization while minimizes service execution cost. Extensive experimental evaluation with realistic
Google cluster workloads on various networks demonstrates the superior performance of EPOS Fog in terms
of workload balance and QoS, compared to approaches such as First Fit and exclusively Cloud-based. The
results confirm that EPOS Fog reduces service execution delay up to 25% and the load-balance of network
nodes up to 90%. The findings also demonstrate how distributed computational resources on the edge can
be utilized more cost-effectively by harvesting collective intelligence.
INDEX TERMS Agent, cloud computing, collective learning, distributed optimization, edge computing, fog
computing, Internet of Things (IoT), load-balancing, service placement.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) has unprecedented impact on
how data are shared and processed. IHS Markit1 estimates
the number of IoT-connected devices reaches 125 billion
in 2030. These devices generate a large volume of data and
transmit it to cloud data centers for processing, which results
in the overloading of data centers and networks. However,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Eyhab Al-Masri .
1Available at: https://ihsmarkit.com/industry/telecommunications.html
(last accessed: Jan 2021).
despite several advantages of cloud computing as a shared
pool of resources and services, some emerging IoT appli-
cations cannot work efficiently on the cloud. Applications,
such as wind farms and smart traffic light systems, have
particular characteristics (e.g., large-scale, geo-distribution)
and requirements (e.g., very low and predictable latency) [1].
Running applications in distant cloud centers results in
a large and unpredictable latency. In addition, privacy and
security concerns prohibit transferring sensitive data to a
remote data center across the public Internet. Furthermore,
due to low bandwidth, it is not efficient or even feasible to
quickly transmit the high-frequency traffic generated at the
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network edges across the Internet. Nevertheless, compared
to centralized cloud centers [2], there is a large number of
distributed edge nodes with unexploited resources that can
be utilized to bring low latency and reduced bandwidth to
IoT networks.Edge computing (e.g., fog computing) has been
recently introduced to address the mentioned challenges by
bringing the computation, storage, and networking close to
the network edges where the data is being generated [2]–[7].
The introduction of recent edge computing frameworks by
major cloud computing companies such as Google Cloud IoT
Edge2 and Amazon AWS Greengrass3 clearly demonstrate
their computation movement towards bringing cloud services
closer to the edge networks.
Fog computing is a system architecture that utilizes the
resources along an edge-to-cloud hierarchy (i.e., fog contin-
uum [1], [8]) to reduce traffic on the network and enhance the
quality of service (QoS) [8] for delay-sensitive applications.
Although the federation from edge to cloud leads to new
opportunities, it also raises new challenges [3], [6]. Distri-
bution of IoT services on available edge-to-cloud resources,
which is the subject of this paper, is one of the most critical
challenges concerning the federation.
IoT service placement is a middleware service that aims at
finding one or more eligible deployments that adhere to the
QoS4 expectations of the services. Placement of IoT services
is a multi-constrained NP-hard problem [9]. It has a signif-
icant impact on network utilization and end-to-end delay.
As a result of the dynamic nature of IoT workload [9]–[11],
inefficient service placement and load-imbalance5 result in
degradation in QoS [13], [14]. A balanced distribution of
workload over the network ensures the high availability of
nodes to reliably forward requests to appropriate nodes [14],
which reduces the probability of late response to emergencies
[14]–[16]. It is also evident that the distribution of edge-
to-cloud nodes, the demand for emerging distributed appli-
cations (such as smart traffic light systems [17], [18]), and
the partial view that nodes have of the whole network (no
centralized control) [9], [10], [19] challenge the application
of cloud central management model to this problem. Instead,
this paper studies a fully decentralized management strategy,
in which network nodes cooperate in allocating available
resources.
This research introduces a decentralized load-balancing
placement of IoT services in a distributed edge-to-cloud
infrastructure, taking into consideration two objectives:
achieving a desirable workload balance (global objective) and
minimizing service execution cost (local objective). While
the design of service placement algorithms for fog computing
2Available at: https://cloud.google.com/iot-edge (last accessed: Feb
2021).
3Available at: https://aws.amazon.com/greengrass (last accessed: Feb
2021).
4This paper considers QoS in terms of service execution delay and delay
threshold.
5Load-balancing refers to the distribution of workload uniformly across
network resources to enhance resource utilization and network effi-
ciency [12].
has received considerable attention in recent years [20]–[22],
agent-based cooperative service placement, aimed at decen-
tralized load-balancing, is an emerging timely topic.
The contributions of this work to addressing the service
placement problem are as follows: (i) The introduction of
a model that formalizes the IoT service placement prob-
lem in a fog computing (i.e., edge-to-cloud) infrastructure,
and two objectives that aim at balancing workload over
the network and minimizing the cost of service execution.
(ii) The introduction of a new methodology to locally and
autonomously generate eligible deployments for IoT requests
by reasoning based on local network context (i.e., system
view) and the characteristics of the received requests (i.e.,
service view). (iii) The applicability of I-EPOS, the Itera-
tive Economic Planning and Optimized Selections [23], as a
general-purpose decentralized learning algorithm, in solving
the IoT service placement problem. (iv) A comprehensive
understanding of how several parameters, e.g., workload dis-
tribution method, the allowed workload redistribution level in
the network (hop count) for service deployment, and network
size, influence the optimization objectives. (v) New quan-
titative insights about the comparison of three IoT service
placement approaches in terms of QoS metrics and workload
distribution. (vi) New insights and quantitative findings on
performance trade-offs. They can be used to design effective
incentive mechanisms that reward a more altruistic agent
behavior required for system-wide optimization. (vii) A new
open dataset6 for the community containing service assign-
ment plans of agents. It can be used to compare different
optimization and learning techniques as well as encourage
further research on edge computing for the Internet of Things.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II outlines the existing related work in the field
of IoT service placement in the edge-to-cloud infrastruc-
ture. Section III formulates the IoT service placement prob-
lem. Section IV introduces our distributed service place-
ment approach called EPOS Fog.7 After this, Section V dis-
cusses evaluation results regarding the proposed approach,
in comparison with Cloud and First Fit approaches. Finally,
Section VI presents a summary, along with some open direc-
tions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Resource provisioning and service placement are major
research challenges in the field of cloud computing [24]–[26].
Given the heterogeneity of computational resources on the
edge, cloud service provisioning solutions are not easily
applicable in the fog area [27]. In this section, some of the
most important recent studies on service provisioning at the
edge-to-cloud computing system are discussed.
Souza et al. [28] introduce a QoS-aware service allocation
for fog environment to minimize the latency experienced
6Available at https://figshare.com/articles/Agent-based_Planning_
Portfolio/7806548 (last accessed: Jan 2021).
7Available at: https://github.com/Znbne/EPOS-Fog (last accessed:
April 2021)
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by services respecting capacity constraints. This objective
is modeled as a multi-dimensional knapsack problem aimed
at co-minimizing overall service execution delay and over-
loaded edge nodes (load in terms of processing capacity
and energy consumption). A two-step resource management
approach is presented by Fadahunsi and Maheswaran [29],
whose goal is to minimize the response time it takes for
services to get served while using as little edge nodes as
possible. First, for each device, a home edge and a pool of
backup edge nodes are chosen. Their objective is to find
the edge nodes such that the latency between them and that
device is minimum. Subsequently, IoT requested services are
hosted on the allocated edge nodes guaranteeing the desired
response time. Another work with the same objective as the
ones above [28], [29], is proposed by Xia et al. [30]. Based
on a backtrack search algorithm and accompanied heuristics,
the proposed mechanism makes placement decisions that fit
the objective.
Skarlat et al. [31] present a conceptual service placement
framework for the edge-to-cloud system. Their objective is
to maximize the utilization of edge nodes taking into account
user constraints and is optimized using a genetic algorithm.
The authors introduce the concept of fog cell: software run-
ning on IoT nodes to exploit them toward executing IoT
services. In addition, an edge-to-cloud control middleware is
introduced, which controls the fog cells. Also, a fog orches-
tration control node manages a number of fog cells or other
control nodes connected to it. The latter enables IoT services
to be executable without any involvement of cloud nodes.
Song et al. [13] focus on maximizing number of services that
are served by edge nodes while granting the QoS require-
ments such as response time. They solve the problem using an
algorithm that relies on relaxation, rounding, and validation.
Similar to the previous works [13], [31], Tran et al. [32]
provide a service placement mechanism that maximizes the
number of services assigned to edge nodes. The proposed
approach leverages context information such as location,
response time, and resource consumption to perform service
distribution on the edge nodes.
Deng et al. [33] formulate workload allocation in an inter-
play between edge-to-cloud nodes. The trade-off between
power consumption and transmission delay in the inter-
play is investigated and solved in approximation. Simulation
and numerical results provide a useful guide for studying
the cooperation between edge-to-cloud nodes. A similar
approach, named Fogplan [11], formulates the trade-off
between monetary cost (cost of processing, deployment, and
communication) and service delay in the IoT platform. Fog-
plan monitors the incoming IoT traffic to the edge nodes
and decides when it is necessary to deploy or release a
service, thereby optimizing the trade-off. Naha et al. [34]
propose a resource allocation method for a three-layer fog-
cloud architecture that consists of the fog device, fog server,
and cloud layers. In order to handle the deadline require-
ments of dynamic user behavior in resource provisioning,
available resources are ranked based on three characteristics
that include the available processing time, the available band-
width, and the response time. Then, these resources are allo-
cated for the received requests in a hierarchical and hybrid
fashion. In another work, Naha and Garg [35] propose a
cluster-based resource allocation algorithm for the edge-to-
cloud environment to achieve the same goals as Fogplan [11]
taking resource mobility and changes in the requirements of
services after submission into consideration.
Kapsalis et al. [36] present a four-layer architecture that
includes the device, hub, fog, and cloud layers to manage
the resources in an IoT ecosystem. The hub layer acts as
a mediator between the device layer and the other layers.
The fog layer is responsible for service management and
load-balancing that applies a score-based function to decide
which host is more suitable for each service. For this pur-
pose, the fog layer profits context information such as nodes’
current utilization, battery level, and latency. Xu et al. [37]
propose another load-balancing resource allocation method
called DRAM. DRAMfirst allocates network resources stati-
cally and then applies service migration to achieve a balanced
workload over edge nodes dynamically. Donassolo et al. [38]
formulate an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem for
IoT service provisioning, taking into consideration two objec-
tives: minimizing deployment cost (comprising of the costs
of processing, memory, and data transfer) and increasing
service acceptance rate. The proposed solution uses Greedy
Randomized Adaptive Search procedures [39], which iter-
atively optimize the provisioning cost while load-balancing
networked nodes.
Zhang et al. [40] propose a task offloading architec-
ture in fiber-wireless enhanced vehicular edge computing
networks aiming to minimize the processing delay of com-
putation tasks. To achieve the load-balancing of the com-
putation resources at the edge servers, two schemes are
proposed based on software-defined networking and game
theory. These schemes, i.e., a nearest offloading algorithm
and a predictive offloading algorithm, optimize the offload-
ing decisions for each vehicle to complete its computation
task, i.e., executing locally, offloading to Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) server connected to roadside units, and
offloading to remote cloud server. To reduce the processing
time for IoT requests on local servers, Babou et al. [41]
present a hierarchical cluster-based load-balancing system.
The authors propose a three-layer architecture made up of
edge servers, MEC servers, and central cloud. Upon receipt
of a request by a node, the system verifies whether this
node has enough capacity to process the request. Otherwise,
neighboring nodes, neighboring clusters, and finally cloud
centers are considered to distribute the request hierarchically
on the network.
Despite the solid contributions in the aforementioned stud-
ies on IoT service placement, the proposed approach in this
paper is distinguished as highly decentralized (Novelty 1) and
is designed for scalable IoT networks. Furthermore, to the
best of our knowledge [42], most of the existing resource
management schemes [11], [13], [28]–[36], [40], [41] only
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study one objective (e.g., load-balancing, minimizing mone-
tary cost) in the context of IoT service provisioning. In con-
trast, the present research studies two opposing objectives
(Novelty 2) that can be extended to account for any crite-
ria regarding the preferences of users or service providers
such as energy-saving. Moreover, contrary to this research,
the approaches [37], [38] presented for the purpose of load-
balancing neglect the costs related to the deadline violation
which is critical for delay-sensitive IoT services. Table 1
presents an overall comparison of the related studies and the
proposed work.
TABLE 1. Features of the cited papers in the literature in comparison with
EPOS Fog.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We define the load-balancing IoT service placement prob-
lem, as follows: given a set of IoT service requests
and their requirements (e.g., processing power/CPU, mem-
ory, storage, and deadline) and a set of edge-to-cloud
nodes and their capabilities (e.g., CPU, memory, and stor-
age), find a mapping between the requests and the avail-
able nodes (i.e., service placement plan) considering two
objectives: workload balancing across the edge-to-cloud
nodes and minimizing the cost of service execution with
minimal information about the IoT end-devices in the
network.
Specifically, the load-balancing requirements for IoT ser-
vice placement can be demonstrated via two IoT-based
application scenarios: online video broadcasting [43] and
health-monitoring systems [14]. Online video broadcasting
is intended to provide on-demand and live video content
to end-users, regardless of their location. Any unexpected
peak in service requests might result in a disturbance
in serving the requests and quality of experience (QoE)
deterioration [43]. In this context, the load-balancing ser-
vice placement provides the flexibility to add or remove
servers as demand dictates [44], [45]. Moreover, avoid-
ing overloaded and under-loaded nodes prevents peak load
situations, resulting in better responses to the incom-
ing requests of different requirements and service level
agreement (SLA).
An IoT-based health monitoring system, involving wear-
able devices, wireless body sensor networks, cloud servers,
and terminals, can be used for providing high-quality health
care services [16]. Wearable devices monitor vital signs, such
as blood pressure, and inform responsible agencies of any
abnormality or emergency. In this system, a late notification
may lead to serious consequences, such as a late response
to the emergency. In addition, overburdened servers may
break-down and delay urgent real-time detection [14]–[16].
Other than a reduced service delay, the balanced distribution
of workload over the network ensures high availability and
sufficient capacity of nodes to reliably forward requests to
appropriate nodes [14].
This section provides insights into the problem; first, fog
computing infrastructure and IoT services are defined and
then, the problem formulation is explained.
A. FOG COMPUTING: INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES
Fig. 1 shows the principal architecture for the fog computing
environment. The lowest layer of this architecture is the
Things layer, where the IoT end-devices (such as mobile
phones, sensors, smart wearable devices, and smart home
appliances) are located. These physical devices often have
low computational power and are distributed in different geo-
graphic locations [46]. Hence, they are connected to the upper
layers in order to get their services executed. The next upper
layer serves as the edge computing environment and involves
edge devices such as Wi-Fi access points and home switches.
The top layer represents the cloud computing environment,
which consists of large-scale data centers and third-party
cloud servers usually physically far from the Things layer.
The fog continuum, where fog computing occurs, expands
from the edge network to the cloud layer (i.e., edge-to-cloud)
to expand the computational capabilities of cloud computing
across the fog [1], [7]. As the nodes that reside in the fog con-
tinuum cooperate as a universal system to execute services,
they are referred to in this paper as fog nodes, unless stated
otherwise [8], [47].
An IoT application may be composed of a set of interre-
lated modules, i.e. a service. IoT services such as authen-
tication and encryption are usually implemented as virtual
machines (VMs) and containers that can run in different
locations [11], [27]. Since containers share host operating
system, they offer lower set-up delay compared to VMs [48].
IoT services can be requested from any edge-to-cloud node,
and some are delay-sensitive and have tight delay thresholds
(i.e., deadline), while others are delay-tolerant. Consequently,
to satisfy their QoS requirements, such services may need to
run close to the data sources (e.g., at the edge layer) or may
be deployed further from the data sources (e.g., in the
cloud) [11]. Heterogeneous fog nodes, depending on their
specification and capacity (e.g., processing power and storage
space), could host requested services. In the present work,
it is assumed that IoT services can run independently (i.e.,
single-service application) and are implemented in the form
of containers. How the dependencies within multi-service
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual architecture for IoT-based fog computing networks.
Fog computing occurs in the fog continuum from edge-to-cloud.
applications affect the performance results is out of the scope
of this paper and part of future work.
B. EDGE-CLOUD SYSTEM MODEL
This section presents the notations and variables used in this
paper. As shown in Fig. 1, a physical network is modeled
as an undirected graph denoted by G = (V; E), where V
indicates the set of network nodes belonging to the different
layers, and E indicates the set of edges between them. It is
worth noting that V = (C∪F), where F corresponds to the
set of fog nodes, and C includes the cloud nodes. Each node
fj is characterized by its available capacity as (i) CPU Pf,j in
MIPS, (ii) memory Rf,j in bytes, (iii) storage Sf,j in bytes. Let
A be a set of IoT services to be executed. Each service aiεA
has to be placed on a computational resource and is defined
by specific requirements in terms of deadline in millisecond
and resource demands as (i) CPU Pa,i in MIPS, (ii) memory
Ra,i in bytes, (iii) storage Sa,i in bytes.
IoT service requests reach the edge layer via a local area
network (LAN). The receivers, i.e. edge nodes, are responsi-
ble for deciding on where to place and execute the requests.
For a requesting node of the IoT network, an edge node is
defined as a switch, router, or server that acts as a gateway
for the requester to connect to and is directly accessible to
that node. The solution to the service placement problem is
a service placement plan that contains placement decisions
(i.e., binary variables), which place each service either on a
fog node or on a cloud node. The binary variables xi,j, xi,j′ ,
and xi,k denote whether service ai is placed on the edge node
fj or the fog node fj′ , i.e. other neighboring nodes, or the
cloud node ck , respectively. x i,j denotes the initial config-
uration of ai on fj, which indicates whether fj currently
hosts the service. These binary variables are input to the
optimization problem to find future placement for requested
services. The notations used in this document are listed
in Table 2.
The EPOS Fog mechanism operates with no assumptions
and with minimal information about IoT end-devices. There
are no assumptions about these nodes, such as any specific
application or protocol, virtualization technology, or hard-
ware characteristics. The only information from IoT nodes
that is required for the purpose of IoT service placement is the
average propagation delay li,j between the IoT end-devices
and their corresponding edge nodes. Firstly, the edge nodes
TABLE 2. An overview of the mathematical notations.
are usually placed near IoT nodes, which means the value of
propagation delay can be omitted as stated in Section III-C1.
Secondly, exact values can be calculated by the average prop-
agation delay that approximates the round-trip delay and can
be measured using a simple ping mechanism.
C. OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS
This research formulates the load-balancing IoT service
placement problem using two objective functions: MIN-
COST and MIN-VAR. The MIN-COST function aims at
minimizing the cost of accomplishing requested services
arising from deadlines violations, unhosted services (as
the QoS requirements) and generated deployment traffic on
the network. The MIN-VAR function intends to minimize
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the utilization variance among network nodes as a measure
of workload balance across the fog continuum. The two
functions and the problem constraints are formulated below.
1) COST MINIMIZATION
The service execution cost consists of three elements: number
of deadline violations, number of unhosted services, and
service deployment traffic. The higher the number of deadline
violations and unhosted services, the lower the QoS. The
more traffic imposed on the network, the lower the net-
work performance. Equation (1) formulates the overall cost
involved in executing the service placement plan δ.
Oc,δ = Oτ,δ + Od,δ + Ou,δ (1)
where Oτ,δ , Od,δ , and Ou,δ specify the costs of dead-
line violation, services deployment, and unhosted services,
respectively.
a: COST OF DEADLINE VIOLATION
The response time for an IoT service is defined as the time
span between the moment an end-device sends its request
and the moment it receives the first response for the request.
We need to check if the response time (ei,j) for the service
ai assigned to the fog node fj meets the delay threshold τi
defined in SLA. The expected response time for any service
results from two metrics [11], [27]; waiting time and process-
ing time. Consequently, the binary variable vi,j indicates the
violation of the service deadline as follows:
vi,j =
{
0 if ei,j < τi
1 otherwise
ei,j = wi + pi,j (2)
where wi indicates the waiting time, which accounts for the
time already passed between receiving the service request
ai and deciding on its placement, and pi,j accounts for the
processing time of the request. The processing procedure in
fog node fj for service ai can be viewed as an M/M/1 queuing
system [49], [50]. If the traffic arrival rate (in MIPS) to fog
node fj equals to zf,j and the processing capacity (in MIPS)
of fj equals to Pf,j, the computational delay (waiting time at








The queuing system at the fog node fj is stable if the following
constraint is met:
zf,j < Pf,j (4)
It is possible that the processing of a service occurs at a
fog node other than an edge node (i.e., other neighboring
nodes or cloud nodes). Considering Fig. 2, assume the end-
device i is associated with the edge node fj. The service ai is
supposed to be executed on the neighbor fog node fj′ or the
cloud node ck . As a consequence, the required data for pro-
cessing must be transferred from i to the edge node fj, and
then, to fj′ or ck for processing. Hence, we need to account
FIGURE 2. Receiving the service request ai from the end-device i and
forwarding it to another fog/cloud node for placement and execution.
for the communication delay between the end-device and the
destination node. The average propagation delay between the
source node i and the destination node fj is represented by
l(i, j). Note that IoT requests are input to edge nodes, which
are usually located in the vicinity of end-devices, through
a local area network (LAN). On the contrary, the requests
are dispatched from fog nodes to cloud servers through a
wide area network (WAN) that covers a large geographic
area from edge to core network. Thus, the LAN communi-
cation delay could be omitted compared to the WAN [11],





+ wi)+ xi,j′ (
1
Pf,j′ − zf,j′
+ 2lj,j′ + wi)+ xi,k (
1
Pc,k − zc,k
+ 2lj,k + wi) (5)









b: COST OF SERVICE DEPLOYMENT
Deployment cost is the communication cost of service
deployment, from edge to cloud nodes. When the demand
for a deployed service is low, its host node may release
that service to save more space. So, if a fog node accepts
requests for a service not hosted locally, the service must be
downloaded and deployed locally. Note that a cloud center
theoretically has unlimited storage space and can host ser-
vices for a long time. As a result, the communication cost
for service deployment on the cloud is omitted. Equation (7)







where xi,j denotes whether service ai has to be placed on the
node fj, the binary variable x i,j indicates if fj currently hosts
ai, and Sa,i is the required amount of storage resource for
deploying ai on fj.
c: COST OF UNHOSTED SERVICES
If a service placement plan cannot serve all of the requests
received by network nodes due to insufficient resources, this
is defined as an SLA violation. To measure this, we count the
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The second objective function consists in minimizing utiliza-
tion variance among network nodes to achieve an equitable
load sharing across the network. On the one hand, utiliz-
ing fog nodes can improve resource efficiency at the edge
networks and help the execution of delay-sensitive services.
On the other hand, load-balancing by avoiding bottlenecks
(e.g., overloaded nodes) leads to a flexible network. As a
result, the need for horizontal and vertical scaling up (includ-
ing service migrations) due to system changes (e.g., peak
times, node failures) is reduced [17], [37], [51].
Network nodes have different capacities, and the work-
load allocated to them must not exceed this capacity. Thus,
the workload-to-capacity proportion is applied to formulate
the utilization of the nodes. Equation (9) shows how balanced
the workload distribution (in terms of processing power) is
among all nodes measured with the variance:
σδ =
1












Note that the resource demands for a service placed on a
certain node fj must not exceed the available resources (i.e.,
processing power, memory, and storage) of that node. The
following three conditions ensure the capacity constraints.
|A|∑
i=1
χa,ixi,j < χf,j, ∀fj ε F, χ = {P,R, S} (10)
Finally, the placement of services is constrained so that
each service must be hosted on at most one computational








xi,j ≤ |A| (11)
Note also that the memory and processing costs in the fog
nodes are assumed to be the same as the cloud. Hence, we do
not account for these costs in the objective functions.
3) FINAL OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION
The common way to solve the multi-objective optimization
problem is modeling it as a single objective by getting a sum
of the two objectives andmultiplyingwith weight coefficients
as follows:
min(Oc,δ + σδ) = min(Oτ,δ + Od,δ + Ou,δ + σδ)
Subject to (4), (10)− (11) (12)
The objective function of (12) is the combination of four cost
functions with the same constraints which places IoT services
while minimizing their execution cost and ensuring a satisfac-
tory load-balance among network nodes. For a comprehen-
sive study of the problem, all of the four cost functions are
considered; however, some of them can be omitted in certain
scenarios if needed. Note that, in some cases, minimizing a
particular cost may be of higher priority in this summation.
Therefore, we propose the use of a weighted scheme (i.e., λ)
for modeling various preference scenarios. The next section
introduces a mechanism that controls the trade-off between
the two objectives.
IV. COOPERATIVE SERVICE PLACEMENT FOR IoT
This paper introduces EPOS Fog, an agent-based load-
balancingmechanism for IoT service placement, as themeans
to meet a local (individual) and a global (system-wide) objec-
tive: (i)MIN-COST and (ii)MIN-VAR. The former aims at
reducing the cost of service execution formulated in Subsec-
tion III-C1. Each node minimizes the cost by selecting among
multiple locally generated plans for service placement that
determine how service requests are assigned to the neigh-
boring nodes. The latter minimizes the utilization variance
among network nodes formulated in Subsection III-C2, as a
measure of load uniformity. For this purpose, nodes collab-
orate and exchange information with other nearby nodes to
choose service placement plans that achieve load-balancing.
EPOS Fog is a decentralizedmulti-agent system that solves
the placement problem. Each fog/cloud node is equippedwith
a software agent that autonomously generates a predefined
number of possible service placement plans determining
which service is deployed on which host in the neighborhood
of the agent. Possible plans represent service placement flex-
ibility, and each comes with a cost according to (1). A plan
including distant hosts (proximity in terms of hop count from
source node) costs higher than a plan with closer hosts. This
is because the execution of requests in further hosts imposes
more traffic on the network and may result in more violations
of deadlines.
Agents are structured in a self-organized tree topology
over which they perform collective decision-making. They
make coordinated selections of their possible plans consid-
ering the objectives. The process of generating and selecting
placement plans repeats, agents, self-adapt their choices, and
collectively learn how to optimize the objectives. Finally,
the collective outcome of the choices, i.e., the global service
placement plan, is the aggregation of the selected plans for
each agent.
A. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In the above overview, an overall understanding of the pro-
posed load-balancing strategy has been presented. Subse-
quently, this subsection discusses the strategy in detail in the
view of the two aforementioned objectives.
IoT devices generate service requests and submit them to
the fog nodes for placement decisions and execution. It is
assumed that the receiver nodes/agents know the require-
ments of the received requests and the capabilities of their
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neighboring nodes. All receiver agents take part in a two-
step procedure consists of (i) generation of local plans and (ii)
plan selection. In the first step, each agent generates a set of
possible plans, and in the second step, the agent selects one of
them. Finally, according to the selected plan, the agents for-
ward the received requests to the selected hosts for execution.
This procedure is repeated for all new requests that enter the
network. Fig. 3 shows the global view of the proposed service
placement mechanism, which is elaborated below.
FIGURE 3. Global system view of EPOS Fog.
1) GENERATION OF LOCAL PLANS
This section illustrates how agents can locally and
autonomously generate service placement plans for requested
IoT services. Agents prefer to minimize their local cost,
which concerns deployment traffic, service deadline viola-
tions, and unhosted services. The motivation here is that if
the nodes closer to data sources (i.e., edge nodes) can be
selected as hosts, deadline violations and imposed traffic on
the network are minimized, resulting in higher QoS.
Each agent, upon receiving IoT requests, locally gener-
ates a certain number of assigning/mapping ‘‘requests to
resources’’ called possible service placement plan, concern-
ing the local cost as equation (1). As shown in Fig. 3, each
agent, for the plan generation, reasons locally based on its
view of the system and requested services. For each agent,
the system view represents a profile of its neighboring nodes
and their features (such as capacity and distance), and the
service view shows a profile of its received requests and
their specifications (such as storage demand and deadline).
Possible plans are the agents’ options, that encode selected
hosts in the form of a binary vector, and resource utilization
in the form of a vector with real values.
The structure of a typical plan is shown in Fig. 4 that
consists of a cost value and two vectors as follows. (i) Binary
vector (Xδ): An n-dimensional vector (n refers to the num-
ber of nodes in the network) of 0-1 values that maps the
requested services to the available nodes in the network. (ii)
Utilization vector (Vδ): A 2n-dimensional real-valued vector
that represents the resource utilization as the ratio of the
assigned load to the capacity for each node. In this manner,
we account for the heterogeneity in the capabilities of these
nodes. Memory and CPU are considered as two metrics for
FIGURE 4. Structure of a service placement plan for a network with five
fog nodes and one cloud node.
the load; One half of the vector is appointed to CPU and the
other half to memory. The vector can be extended to account
for other metrics such as storage and battery power. However,
for simplicity and to keep the size of the vector minimal, it is
omitted as future work.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the plan generation procedure.
Upon receipt of requests, agents run this procedure every
µ second. As a matter of design, this algorithm is a heuris-
tically greedy algorithm that preferentially responds to the
service requests which have spent a high waiting time for
deployment, with respect to their deadline. Considering the
distance between network nodes, we present another heuris-
tic. Intuitively, the larger the distance of computing and com-
munication resources, the larger the value of the local cost
function. Accordingly, we design another simple rule to direct
the resource allocation, i.e., the agentsmake a greedy decision
to select closer fog resources first.
To generate one possible plan, each agent arranges its
received requests, from low to high, in terms of the difference
between the service deadline and its waiting time τi−wi (line
5). Subsequently, the agent randomly chooses the required
number of available neighboring nodes as candidate hosts
(line 6). It then arranges these hosts ascending, according to
their distance (in terms of hop count) from itself (line 7).
After that, the agent assigns one to one the sorted requests
to the sorted hosts while satisfying the placement constraints
and taking the heterogeneity of the hosts into consideration
(lines 10-16). It is assumed that up to 95% of the capacity of
each node is allocated to the requested services, and the rest is
reserved for maintenance. Finally, lines 17-21 determine the
service assignment to the closest cloud node if there is not
enough capacity at the candidate host (line 10). Meanwhile,
utilization and binary vectors are updated accordingly. The
first part of the utilization vector, i.e., CPU criterion, by lines
13 and 19, the second part of the utilization vector, i.e., mem-
ory criterion, by lines 14 and 20, and the binary vector in
lines 15 and 21 are updated. For each node, the resource
utilization is measured as the ratio of the assigned load to
the capacity. Note that the workload accounts for the already
assigned workload (which is indicated with a bar mark in
Algorithm 1) plus the new assigned workload to reach a better
balance over the network. After generating a certain number
of plans (which is controlled by loop for in line 3), the agent
calculates the local cost for them and orders accordingly.
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Algorithm 1 Local Plans Generation
Input:{a: set of requested services, n: set of network
nodes};
Output:{1: set of possible plans};
for (q = 1 to |1|) do
Initialize δq; Oc,δ ← 0;
5: Sort a in the order of (τi − wi) from low to high;
h← select |a| neighboring nodes from n;
Sort h in terms of proximity from low to high;
i, j← 0;
while (a is not empty) do
10: Select ai from a and fj from h;
if (fj satisfies the constraints according to inequa-
tions (4), (10), (11) then
Update δq:
Vδ[j]← (Pa,i + P̄f,j)/Pf,j;
Vδ[j+ n]← (Ra,i + R̄f,j)/Rf,j;
15: Xδ[i, j]← 1;
Update the capacity for fj;
else if (the cloud node (ck ) has enough capacity)
then
Update δq:
Vδ[k]← (Pa,i + P̄c,k )/Pc,k ;
20: Vδ[k + n]← (Ra,i + R̄c,k )/Rc,k ;
Xδ[i, k]← 1;
end if
Calculate Ou,δ according to equation (8);
Remove ai from a and fj from h;
25: i++, j++;
end while
Calculate Od,δ , Oτ,δ according to equations (6), (7);
Calculate Oc,δ according to equation (1);
end for
30: Sort 1 in the order of Oc,δ from low to high;
Return 1
The possible plans are released as open dataset6 for
the broader community to encourage further research on
distributed optimization and learning for edge-to-cloud
computing.
2) PLAN SELECTION
IoT applications with mobility dynamics generate a varied
level of network traffic [9], [10]. This motivates a balanced
service placement throughout the network. As a result, more
flexible assignments can be applied under various future
scenarios (e.g., node failures and peak demand periods) [52],
[53], leading to a higher QoS and a more robust network.
In this perspective, the global objective for optimizing the
placement of IoT services aims at minimizing utilization
variance among the network nodes, as a measure of load-
balancing and peak-shaving. The utilization variance func-
tion, as shown in equation (9), is a quadratic cost function [54]
that requires coordination among agents’ selections. When
the autonomous agents locally generate multiple (alternative)
placement plans, the placement coordination problem turns
out to be a multiple-choice combinatorial optimization prob-
lem, which is NP-hard [55].
EPOS Fog employs the I-EPOS system8 [23], [56], as a
fully decentralized and privacy-preserving learning mecha-
nism for coordinating the planning of IoT requests. I-EPOS
has been studied earlier in load-balancing of bike-sharing
stations [23] and demand-response of residential energy
consumption9 [56]–[58]. This research contributes a new
application of I-EPOS to fog service placement and provides
fundamental insights on how the provisioning of IoT services
can be modeled as a multiple-choice combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem.
As a result of the plan generation step, each agent comes
with a certain number of possible plans and their corre-
sponding cost. In the second step, all agents collaborate to
choose their selected plans from these possible plans in terms
of two objectives; MIN-COST and MIN-VAR. Agents are
self-organized in a tree overlay topology as a way to struc-
ture their interactions with which they perform a coopera-
tive optimization. The optimization is performed by a set
of consecutive learning iterations consisting of two phases,
the bottom-up (leaves to root) and top-down (root to leaves).
At each iteration, agents change their selected plans com-
bining the two objectives in a weighted sum of costs as
equation (13) to reduce the costs compared to the previous
iteration. The weighted summation can be used to make
several trade-offs and provide multiple levels of QoS.
λL t + (1− λ)Gt (13)
where λ ε [0, 1]. The higher the value of the weight,
the stronger the preference towards minimizing the corre-
sponding objective.When λ = 1 agents ignore the global cost
while they maximize the local cost minimization. The cost
functions take as an argument the global plan at the iteration
t−1, which is the sum of all utilization plans of the agents in
the network. The global cost function (MIN-VAR objective)
and the local cost function (MIN-COST objective) with input
all selected plans are formulated as follows:





l(δ(t)j ) ,where G
t ,L tε R
(14)
where l(.) extracts the cost of the selected plan δ of the agent
j at iteration t.
Regarding I-EPOS termination criteria, the system run-
time completes when the global cost does not any longer
change, or a certain number of iterations are performed.
After termination, agents propagate their received requests to
the selected hosts based on the selected plans. Accordingly,
8Available at: http://epos-net.org, https://github.com/epournaras/epos
(last accessed: Jan 2021)
9Further elaboration on the I-EPOS algorithm is out of the scope of this
paper and is available on earlier work [23].
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the hosts execute the requests while receiving new ones and
perform the placement process again.
In terms of performance, earlier work demonstrates the
computational and communication complexity of I-EPOS
as well as its superior cost-effectiveness compared to state-
of-the-art [23]: (i) Low communication cost achieved via
efficient information propagation in a network topology self-
organized in a tree structure. (ii) Monotonic rapid learning
performance in very few learning iterations. In terms of opti-
mality, I-EPOS reaches solutions close to top- 3% and above
in optimization landscapes with over 1M of possible solu-
tions. Recent findings expand the analysis with optimality
profiles in large-scale networks [19].
V. EVALUATION
Studying the proposed solutions in the context of IoT comes
with several significant challenges [59], [60]. The scale and
the complexity of this system make it infeasible to use
a realistic IoT prototype [60], [61], while constructing a
testbed, is complex, costly, and time-intensive. In such a
context, mathematical modeling employs graphs to model
the relationships between data centers [62], fog infrastruc-
ture [63], and load-balancing environments [64]. Hence,
in this research, various network topologies are modeled
through three well-known graph models that consist of
Barabasi-Albert (BA) [65], Watts–Strogatz (WS) [66], and
Erdos-Renyi (ER) [67], [68].
FIGURE 5. Three graph types used to model network topology. These
graphs illustrate a 200-node network. The color of the nodes is based on
the processing capacity and their degree in the graph.
Barabasi-Albert is a model for scale-free10 networks such
as the World Wide Web (w3), characterized by a highly het-
erogeneous degree distribution and high modularity (groups
of the nodes that are more densely connected together than
to the rest of the network). Erdos-Renyi model, known as a
random network, has low heterogeneity, short average paths,
and low clustering [70], [71]. Watts–Strogatz is a model for
small-world11 networks which are very close structurally to
social networks. Fig. 5 shows the network graphs of the
three selected models for a 200-node network. Experimental
10The scale-free phenomenon declares that the degrees in real-world
networks show an enormous amount of variability [69].
11The small-world phenomenon states that distances in real-world net-
works are quite small [72].
evaluation is performed using a Java software that emulates
a network of edge-to-cloud nodes. Besides, graph modeling
and analysis are performed using a Java library, i.e., Graph-
Stream12 [73].
FIGURE 6. 26 profiles of Google workload [74] in the form of 5-minute
profiles. The first 5 profiles are selected as the input workload for the
evaluation. Each profile is defined with four values that consist of: CPU
load, memory load, storage load, and the number of requests.
As the input workload, the Google cluster trace13 [75]
is used, which contains the data collected from a variety
of input workloads on 12500 machines for 30 days. Fig. 6
displays the workload and corresponding requests during the
first 130 minutes of the trace. Each 5-min period is referred
to as a profile. In order to have a comprehensive evaluation,
the profiles 0-4 have been tested, in which the input workload
is highly variable. For the experiments, EPOS Fog execution
time interval equals to profile duration (µ = 5 minutes).
However, it is interesting to examine the performance of
EPOS Fog with different values of these two parameters.
The number of possible plans per agent and number of
iterations are set to 20 and 40, respectively. Each service
request is accompanied by a set of resource requirements
that consist of CPU, memory, and storage demands. Similar
to the Google trace, the exact number of CPU cores and
bytes of memory are unavailable; instead, resource demand
information is provided in normalized units (measurements
are expressed relative to the capacity of the most powerful
machine). The capacity values of the cloud and network nodes
in the form of (CPU, memory, storage) are set to (400, 500,
200) and (704.0, 792.5, 313.5), which are specified in such a
way that there is enough capacity available in the network
to respond to all requests received. Note that because the
Google trace does not contain any value as a service deadline,
22 delay-sensitive services [76], [77] are considered as a vari-
ety of IoT services, and their deadline values are associated
with all input service requests, listed in Table 3.
The conducted experiments analyze the relationships
between the evaluated approaches and several configuration
parameters. (i) Network size (N): To study the scalability of
the proposed work, different numbers of nodes are considered
for the network: 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000. (ii) IoT workload
12Available at: http://graphstream-project.org (last accessed: Jan 2021)
13Available at: https://commondatastorage.googleapis.com/clusterdata-
2011-2 (last accessed: Jan 2021).
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TABLE 3. IoT services and corresponding deadlines [76], [77].
distribution: The workload distribution parameter determines
the distribution of IoT requests over the network. However,
the availability of openly available datasets about the distribu-
tion of requests in real IoT scenarios is scarce [78]. Therefore,
considering literature [22], [79], this paper explores the effect
of two distributions that consist of a random (denoted as
Rand in the experimental results) [80] and a Beta distri-
bution [81] as Beta (2.0, 5.0) on the performance results.
(iii) Host proximity (H): This parameter investigates the
impact of the distance between sources (i.e., service
requesters) and corresponding destinations (i.e., hosts) on
the evaluated metrics. Different distances in terms of hop
count include 1-hop (direct neighbors), 3-hop, and ∞-hop
(unlimited). Note that the host proximity constraint is applied
in selecting host nodes in the plan generation step (line 6 in
Algorithm 1). (iv) Agent preference (λ): This aspect examines
the impact of different λ values in the interval [0,1] on the
global and local cost reduction.
A. STRATEGIES AND EVALUATION METRICS
Three approaches are considered for evaluation and compar-
isons. (i) Cloud : This approach assumes that the fog infras-
tructure is not available, and all services are sent directly to
the cloud. (ii) First Fit [27], [82]: In this approach, each node
traces the latency of the communication link between itself
and other nodes and sorts the list of its direct neighbor nodes.
Then, upon the receipt of each request, the list is checked,
and if any node in the list meets the request requirements,
it is sent to that node. Otherwise, the request is propagated to
the cloud. (iii) EPOS Fog: The proposed approach outlined in
section IV.
In order to show how the proposed service placement
approach meets the objectives, the following metrics are
evaluated. (i) Utilization variance: It measures the workload
balance among the nodes. To establish precise measurements
for the load-balance, the three parameters of CPU, memory,
and overall (CPU along with memory) load are considered.
(ii) Average utilization of the fog infrastructure: This criterion
shows to what extent fog nodes are utilized and is determined
as a ratio of the workload placed on the network resources
to the capacity of the resources, averaged for all nodes in
the network. (iii) Average deadline violations: This metric
indicates the ratio of the number of services whose deadlines
have been violated. (iv) Average service execution delay: The
difference between service deadline and its response time,
measured as |τi − ei,j|. (v) Utilization variance error: This
metric measures how far the predicted utilization variance
(the results obtained by I-EPOS) is from the realized one
(the results of applying the I-EPOS plans on the network),
as |σδ − σ ′δ|. This error originates from the unhosted services
that cannot be served due to insufficient resources available
in the node allocated. Intuitively, the higher the imbalance
in the network, the higher the error. Consequently, by tuning
EPOS Fog to improve load-balancing, the utilization variance
error can also decrease. To assess this hypothesis, this paper
focuses on the relation between this error and the λ param-
eter that regulates the trade-off between the local and global
objectives based on which the plan selections are performed.
Higher λ values decrease the degree of freedom to choose
the plans with lower variance, while distributing services
mostly across local regions deployed close to data sources.
As a result of increasing the number of high-load nodes,
the likelihood of capacity constraints violation due to future
deployments increases, thereby limiting the load-balancing
potential.
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section assesses the execution of service placement plans
provided by EPOS Fog, First Fit, and Cloud approaches.
1) UTILIZATION VARIANCE
This studied aspect examines how well balanced the work-
load is distributed on the network. The Cloud approach does
not perform any load-balancing by design, and therefore, it is
excluded from this evaluation. Fig. 7 illustrates the difference
between the utilization variance (i.e., reduction in utilization
variance) of EPOS Fog and First Fit for a 400-node network.
Figs. 11, 12, and 13 in Appendix present the detailed fig-
ures on utilization variance.
In all scenarios, the utilization variance, i.e. global cost,
in First Fit is between 40% to 90% higher than EPOS Fog.
This is because, for First Fit, services are located on direct
neighboring nodes where possible. Otherwise, they are for-
warded to the cloud. In contrast, for EPOS Fog, the range
of hosts is controlled by a host proximity constraint that can
distribute services to a broader range of nodes. The difference
between the utilization variance of the two approaches is
higher by increasing the host proximity criterion from one
to infinity. Larger proximity value allows hosting services
on a wider number of nodes, which reduces the utilization
variance in EPOS Fog.
With respect to EPOS Fog, the following observations can
be made. In the case of different topologies, the utilization
variance of WS is lower than BA up to 37%, and the utiliza-
tion variance of ER is lower than the other two topologies up
to 45%. This is due to the different characteristics of these
topologies; short path lengths and low clustering measures
support the higher balanced distribution of workload.
In general, for EPOS Fog, increasing the host proximity
parameter from one to infinity decreases the utilization vari-
ance from 2% to 40%; the higher the degree of freedom
to choose host nodes the more uniform the distribution of
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workload over the network. In around 90% of the scenarios
with random service distribution, the utilization variance is
lower than the same scenarios with Beta distribution. This
is because it is harder to achieve a balanced distribution
when the input workload is not distributed uniformly. Upon
considering the workload distribution and host proximity
together, it is observed that the difference of utilization vari-
ance between a random distribution scenario and the same
scenario with Beta distribution increases with decreasing
host proximity. In the case of 1-hop, the difference reaches
65%. This is because, on the one hand, requests are not
distributed uniformly with a Beta distribution, and on the
other hand, as the host proximity value decreases, the range
of the nodes that can be selected as a host becomes limited.
However, this is not the case when there is no forwarding
constraint (i.e.,∞-hop), which results in hosting the services
on any distant nodes to achieve a higher balance. Note that
these situations are only two cases among 18 configurations
(i.e., 11%).
It is worth noting that the utilization variance does not
change significantly when comparing the results for networks
with 200 and 400 nodes. This indicates that with increas-
ing the number of nodes (with the constant workload and
fixed network capacity), the workload balance remains at
a similar level, indicating the scalability of the proposed
approach given that the utilization variance in bounded
to 0.
FIGURE 7. Difference between overall (CPU along with memory)
utilization variance of EPOS Fog and First Fit under varied parameters
(Profile=1, N=400).
2) UTILIZATION OF THE FOG INFRASTRUCTURE
Fig. 8 shows the utilization of network nodes for several
scenarios. In each scenario, the nodes are sorted in descend-
ing order according to their utilization value. For the Cloud
approach, 100% of placements are in the cloud node, and
the fog resources are not utilized. Concerning First Fit, some
nodes are used extensively (utilization is more than 90%),
while other nodes have very low load (utilization is less than
10%). This is an artifact of the service placement strategy
in First Fit: despite the free capacity in non-neighboring fog
nodes, these available resources are not optimally utilized.
EPOS Fog service placement employs fog resources more
effectively, leading to reduced cloud utilization. For instance,
regarding EPOSFog [H=3, Rand], EPOSFog [H=∞, Rand],
EPOS Fog [H=3, Beta], and EPOS Fog [H=∞, Beta] in
topology ER, almost all fog nodes have the utilization in the
FIGURE 8. Utilization of network resources for different scenarios under
varied parameters (N=200, up: Profile=0, down: Profile=1).
range [30%, 80%], while the utilization of cloud node is less
than 10%.
Given the increasing host proximity parameter in EPOS
Fog, network nodes are allowed to select a broader range
of fog nodes as host, and therefore, the utilization of these
nodes increases while load-balances the network. For exam-
ple, in the case of topology BA and profile 0, the utilization of
nodes for EPOS Fog [H=1, Beta] ranges in [0%, 85%] while
reaches to the range [20%, 80%] for EPOS Fog [H=3, Beta],
and to [40%, 70%] for EPOS Fog [H=∞, Beta]. This higher
balanced distribution confirms the results of the previous
subsection, i.e., variance reduction due to higher flexibility in
host choices. With respect to input profiles, although in both
approaches nodes’ utilization increases with a growing work-
load resulting from subsequent profiles. However, in contrast
to First Fit in which nodes’ utilization varies in the range
[0%, 100%] for both first and second profiles, EPOS Fog
distributes the workload more uniformly, which indicates a
significant potential of EPOS Fog as a load-balancer under
various input profiles. For instance, in EPOS Fog [H=∞,
Beta], nodes’ utilization grows from the range [40%, 65%]
in the first profile to the range [60%, 80%] in the second
profile. It is worth to be noticed that due to its random
nature, ER topology provides a more uniform distribution
of workload compared to other topologies, confirming the
results of Section V-B1, i.e., the topology strongly influences
workload balance.
3) AVERAGE DEADLINE VIOLATIONS AND SERVICE
EXECUTION DELAY
Because of the theoretically infinite resources in the cloud,
requested services are executed immediately after submission
and do not violate deadlines. Therefore, the Cloud approach is
excluded from this evaluation. For the first profile, the aver-
age of deadline violations in First Fit is approximately 0.6,
which is 1% to 3% higher than EPOS Fog. Moreover, this
higher rate increases for the subsequent profiles. Although
different topologies have no considerable effect on this crite-
rion in First Fit, in EPOS Fog the deadline violation for ER
is slightly lower than WS, and for WS is lower than BA.
In order to study the response time of services in more
detail, the average execution delay that services experience
is assessed. While the delay for the EPOS Fog and First Fit
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FIGURE 9. Difference between service execution delay of EPOS Fog and
First Fit under varied parameters (Profile=1, N=400).
FIGURE 10. Utilization variance error for different scenarios under varied
λ values (Profile=1, N=200).
approaches in the first profile is approximately the same,
in the second profile, this criterion is 1% to 25% higher in
First Fit than in EPOS Fog. This is due to the fact that in
First Fit, with increasing the number of requested services
and decreased capacity in neighboring nodes, the forwarding
of services to the cloud node increases, resulting in higher
delay. In addition, the difference between the service delay
in the two approaches changes across the different network
topologies. For example, in profile 1, the service delay differ-
ence in the ER network is up to 25% while in the BA network
is up to 7%. Increasing the host proximity parameter results
in 2% to 17% lower service delay in EPOS Fog compared
to First Fit. This is because, with a higher load-balance,
the number of overloaded nodes decreases, thereby reducing
the service delay and the probability of deadline violated.
Moreover, it is interesting to know that even in the scenarios
FIGURE 11. Utilization variance for different scenarios under varied
parameters (N=400, Topology=BA).
with a value of one for the proximity parameter (i.e., H=1),
EPOS Fog provides from 1% to 25% lower delay than First
Fit. That is because of the load-balancing strategy of EPOS
Fog, which results in a reduced service delay. The reduction
in service delay from EPOS Fog to First Fit is depicted
in Fig. 9. Detailed results are included in Appendix for more
comprehensive comparisons.
Upon considering service execution delay and utilization
results together, it is concluded that EPOS Fog provides both
better fog utilization and lower service delay than First Fit.
Note that the better performance even enhances in subsequent
profiles. This is because, at the beginning, more resources
are available, which makes the placement of requests easier
for all strategies. However, in subsequent profiles, with the
increasing number of requests, the placement has a higher
impact on the utilization of the nodes.
4) UTILIZATION VARIANCE ERROR
Given the λ values in the range [0, 1], Fig. 10 evaluates
the utilization variance error as the difference between the
predicted utilization variance and the actual one. Note that
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FIGURE 12. Utilization variance for different scenarios under varied
parameters (N=400, Topology=WS).
the error is provided using the max-min normalized values
and the actual values.
Generally, as λ increases the error experienced increases.
This is because the higher λ values lead to agents preferring
lower local cost plans, which results in a more overloaded
network and a higher probability of high-load nodes. Con-
sequently, the execution of I-EPOS plans in the unbalanced
network increases the probability of capacity constraints vio-
lation in the overloaded nodes, and therefore prevents the
realization of predicted variance. With respect to topology
impact, the BA topology shows the highest error rate, and the
ER topology presents the lowest error value for the same val-
ues of λ. This is because the ER topology, with short average
paths and low clustering coefficients, provides higher load-
balancing (as discussed in Section V-B1) than BA, resulting
in lower error. Fig. 10 confirms the significant increase of
the error rate for the scenarios with Beta service distribution
and 1-host, 3-host proximity values that generally provide the
lowest load-balance in comparison with other scenarios.
It is worth noting that by comparing the results obtained
from the networks with 200 and 400 nodes, it is observed
that by doubling N at a constant network capacity, the error
FIGURE 13. Utilization variance for different scenarios under varied
parameters (N=400, Topology=ER).
rate is reduced up to 80%. This is because the increasing
number of nodes reduces the probability of high-load nodes to
a high extent, and thus the predicted variance is significantly
accurate.
In brief: when agents make plan choices in favor of their
individual (local) objective (high λ values), the collective
(global) objective (i.e., utilization variance) is sacrificed and
the network is more overloaded. As a result, the planned
variance reduction deviates more from the actual one. Reward
mechanisms are means to encourage agents to change the
choices of λ as well as their selected plan in line with a
preferred objective. Employing various incentivizationmech-
anisms with respect to the location of the users generating the
service requests is the subject of future work.
5) SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
A summary of the key findings in the performed experiments
is given below. (i) EPOS Fog outperforms other approaches
in both (i) minimizing the cost of service execution (Fig. 9)
to improve the QoS and (ii) load-balancing of input workload
(Figs. 7, 11, 12, and 13) to enhance resource utilization and
prevent peak load situations. (ii) EPOS Fog better utilizes
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FIGURE 14. Service execution delay for different scenarios under varied
parameters (N=200).
edge-to-cloud nodes (Fig. 8) to allocate the resources effec-
tively and reduce data traffic over the network. (iii) Even
though the deadlines in EPOS Fog have slightly lower vio-
lated rates than First Fit, the delays in service execution are
lower in the range 1% to 25% in EPOS Fog (Figs. 9, 14,
and 15) compared to First Fit. (iv) For EPOS Fog, an increas-
ing number of agents (i.e., nodes) in a fixed network capacity
decreases global cost and lowers utilization variance error
as well as deadline violation, indicating the scalability of
the proposed approach. The same results are valid for an
increasing proximity of the workload redistribution in terms
of number of hops. (v) Concerning EPOS Fog, workload dis-
tribution and network topology have the potential to improve
the performance even further. Topologies with short paths
and low clustering measures such as ER, and uniform work-
load distributions such as random result in better overall
performance. (vi) Planning the utilization of the network is
more effective (lower utilization variance errors for lower λ
values) when prioritizing system-wide optimization over the
optimization of local objectives (Fig. 10).
In summary, the advantages of EPOS Fog can be observed
under various input workloads and experimental scenarios
FIGURE 15. Service execution delay for different scenarios under varied
parameters (N=400).
due to its flexibility and better exploration of the computation
resources within the fog continuum.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Resource provisioning in the evolving IoT infrastruc-
ture is crucial for tackling the limitations in cloud-based
technologies while meeting a broad range of IoT services
requirements. This paper studies how the optimization of IoT
service placement using MIN-VAR and MIN-COST objec-
tives improves the performance of IoT services, such as
response time, and obtains a balanced distribution of work-
load while utilizing resources on the network edges. The
proposed approach, EPOS Fog, introduces a local plan gener-
ation mechanism, and employees I-EPOS, a cooperative plan
selection methodology, for the IoT service placement. While
the distributed load-balancing resource allocation increases
system robustness, the objectives can be extended, e.g.
energy-saving or monetary costs.
The proposed method demonstrates that a decentralized
management of edge/fog computing is feasible and can be an
enabler for a rich ecosystem of fog applications. The exten-
sive experimental findings using real-world input profiles on
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various networks confirm that EPOS Fog, via a better utiliza-
tion of edge-to-cloud nodes provides a higher QoS and more
balanced distribution of workload over the network, com-
pared to the First Fit and Cloud approaches. These results,
under several experimental scenarios, confirm the scalability
of EPOS Fog.
Future work includes the mobility of load generators and
an improved QoS using social information, such as users’
profile, in such a context. Another aspect to study is delay-
tolerant IoT services along with delay-sensitive ones.
APPENDIX
EVALUATION RESULTS IN DETAIL
Figs. 11, 12, and 13 illustrate the measurements of utilization
variance and Figs. 14 and 15 show the service execution
delay in detail. Results are illustrated considering the studied
aspects: input profiles, host proximity constraint, network
topology, and network size.
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